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STR +5STRENGTH 20
DEX +5DEXTERITY 20
CON +5CONSTITUTION 20
INT +3INTELLIGENCE 17
WIS +3

Heirophant Spirit Bonus: +2 bonus on ability checks
WISDOM 16

CHA +3CHARISMA 17

+5(CONSTITUTION) +5=FORTITUDE +10

+5(DEXTERITY) +9=REFLEX +14

+3(WISDOM) +12= +2WILL +17
Energy Resistance, Sonic (10)

Crit: ×2
Light, B/P/S

Main hand: +14, 1d6+2
Bite (Formian Myrmarch)

+8 Max Dex: +3, Armor Check: -3
Spell Fail: 25%, Medium, Slows

+2 spell resistance (15) bronze breastplate

28 +2

Mobility: +4 Dodge bonus vs. Attacks of Opportunity because you moved out of or
within a threatened area

+5 +1=
10 22

+11-1
17

AC
Armor DeflecDex Dodge

Flat-Footed AC

MiscNaturShield Size

Touch AC

Total

Ability Modifier TemporaryScore

Lawful Neutral Monstrous Humanoid

Formian myrmarch medium 5 (Formian Myrmarch +12)
- CL17 - CR 12

+21 +15= -+1+5

39 +15 +5= 10 +1+5
43 vs. Overrun; 43 vs. Trip
See the AC section (above) for situational modifiers that may also apply to
CMD

CM Bonus
BAB MiscSizeStrength

CM Defense
BAB Dexterity SizeStrength

Ngl!chuik

+15 186

+9
Hive Mind : +4 with hive mind

Base Attack HP
Damage / Current HP

Initiative

Speed 50 ft

AbilityBase MiscSaving Throw NotesResist TempTotal

TempSkill Name RanksTotal Ability

Speed greater/less than 30 ft. : +8 to jump
Acrobatics -+5 DEX (5)

Appraise -+3 INT (3)
Bluff -+3 CHA (3)
Climb 17+25 STR (5)

Diplomacy 17+23 CHA (3)
Disguise -+3 CHA (3)
Escape Artist -+5 DEX (5)
Fly -+3 DEX (5)

Heal -+5 WIS (3)
Intimidate -+3 CHA (3)
Knowledge (arcana) 17+23 INT (3)
Knowledge (religion) 4+10 INT (3)

Hive Mind : +4 with hive mind
Perception 17+25 WIS (3)

Ride -+5 DEX (5)
Sense Motive 14+22 WIS (3)
Spellcraft 17+23 INT (3)
Stealth 12+16 DEX (5)

Survival 4+12 WIS (3)
Swim -+5 STR (5)

Feats

When you wear a type of armor with which you are proficient, the armor
check penalty for that armor applies only to Dexterity- and Strength-based skill
checks.

Armor Proficiency (Light)

When you wear a type of armor with which you are proficient, the armor
check penalty for that armor applies only to Dexterity- and Strength-based skill
checks.

Armor Proficiency (Medium)

+1 AC.
Dodge

You can use either Percep or Sense Mot when read emo aura w/ read aura
skill unlock.

Empath

You get a +4 bonus on initiative checks.
Improved Initiative

With two move actions or a withdraw, gain 50% concealment.
Lightning Stance

+4 to AC against some attacks of opportunity.
Mobility

Draw weapon as a free action (or move if hidden weapon). Throw at full rate
of attacks.

Quick Draw

Proficient with all simple weapons.
Simple Weapon Proficiency - All

You can move - attack - move when attacking with a melee weapon.
Spring Attack

Standard action: x2 weapon damage dice.
Vital Strike

Move more than 5 ft this round to gain 20% concealment against ranged
attacks.

Wind Stance
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Experience & Wealth
Current Cash: You have no money!

Total Weight Carried: 33/1200 lbs, Light Load
(Light: 399 lbs, Medium: 798 lbs, Heavy: 1200
lbs)

Gear

+2 spell resistance (15) bronze breastplate 30 lbs
Formian Javelin 2 lbs
Ghost powder x2 0.5 lbs
Money -

Crit: 19-20/×2
Rng: 30'

Light, P, Fragile

Main hand: +22/+17/+12, 1d6+8
plus poison
Both hands: +22/+17/+12, 1d6+10
plus poison

Formian Javelin

Ranged: +22/+17/+12, 1d6+8 plus
poison
Ranged, both hands: +22/+17/+12,
1d6+8 plus poison

Crit: ×2
Light, P

Main hand: +14, 1d8+2 plus poison
Sting (Formian Myrmarch)

Special Abilities

Using nonvisual senses, such as acute smell or hearing, a creature with
blindsense notices things it cannot see. The creature usually does not need to
attempt Perception checks to pinpoint the location of a creature within range of its
blindsense ability, provided that it has line of effect to that creature. Any opponent
the creature cannot see still has total concealment against the creature with
blindsense, and the creature still has the normal miss chance when attacking foes
that have concealment. Visibility still affects the movement of a creature with
blindsense. A creature with blindsense is still denied its Dexterity bonus to Armor
Class against attacks from creatures it cannot see.

Blindsense (30 feet) (Ex)

A creature with darkvision can see in total darkness, usually to a range of 60 feet.
Within this range the creature can see as clearly as a sighted creature could see
in an area of bright light. Darkvision is black and white only but otherwise like
normal sight.

Darkvision (60 feet)

A ghost touch weapon deals damage normally against incorporeal creatures,
regardless of its bonus. An incorporeal creature's 50% reduction in damage from
corporeal sources does not apply to attacks made against it with ghost touch
weapons. The weapon can be picked up and moved by an incorporeal creature at
any time. A manifesting ghost can wield the weapon against corporeal foes.
Essentially, a ghost touch weapon counts as both corporeal or incorporeal. This
special ability can only be placed on melee weapons and ammunition.

Construction
Requirements: Craft Magic Arms and Armor, plane shift ; Cost +1 Bonus

Ghost touch

At 3rd level, a medium can use his familiarity with spirits to assist him when
dealing with haunts. He can always act on the surprise round against a haunt, and
his touch funnels a portion of the haunt into himself, dealing 1d6 points of damage
to the haunt per 2 medium levels he possesses as if via positive energy and
allowing the medium to ask the haunt a single question. The haunt can answer the
question however it chooses. Additionally, the medium can forgo his saving throw
against a haunt’s effects to funnel the haunt entirely into himself. If he does so,
the medium suffers the haunt’s full effect, but the haunt doesn’t affect anyone else
(even if it normally would). The haunt then gains control of the medium’s body for
24 hours. Once per minute, the medium can attempt to end this possession early
by succeeding at a Will save (DC = 20 + 1/2 the medium’s class level).

Haunt Channeler (2d6, DC 22) (Su)

Formians share a telepathic bond with other members of their hive that enhances
their hive mates’ perception. As long as a formian is within telepathic range of at
least one hive mate, it gains a +4 racial bonus on initiative checks and Perception
checks. If at least one formian disbelieves an illusion, all formians within its
telepathic range are also considered to disbelieve that illusion. If one formian is
aware of combatants, all other hive mates within the range of its telepathy are also
aware of those combatants.

Hive Mind (Ex)

Once per day, a myrmarch can affect all warriors and workers in its telepathic
range as if they were under the effect of a greater heroism spell (CL 12th).

Inspire Hive (1/day) (Su)

At 5th level, a medium can perform a special seance at the site of a person’s
death—or a location that was precious to that person in life—to call forth that
person’s spirit into the medium’s body so his allies can ask it questions. The
effects are similar to the spell call spirit (see page 160), except that the duration is
1 round per medium level and the spirit possesses the medium’s body instead of
appearing in a wispy form. The other participants of the seance must ask the
questions. Once the medium attempts to call a spirit, he cannot attempt to call the
same spirit again for 24 hours. Once per round, the medium can attempt to end
the seance early by succeeding at a Will save (DC = 20 + 1/2 the medium’s class
level).

Location Channel (DC 22) (Sp)

You may not deliberately speak any lies, including bluffing, exaggerating, stating
half-truths with intent to deceive, lies by omission, and so on, and if you know the
answer to a question that someone asks you, you must give the answer.

Must Speak Truth

Poison—Injury; save Fort DC 21; freq 1/rd for 6 rds; effect 1d4 Dex and sickened;
cure 2 cons saves.

Poison: Javelin or sting-injury (DC 21) (Ex)

Your healing spells and abilities heal an additional 2 points of damage to each
target. This does not affect healing conferred by magic items, nor does it add to
fast healing or similar effects.

Seance Boon (Hierophant) +2 (Su)

At 2nd level, a medium can share his channeled spirit’s aid with his allies. All allies
who participate in the medium’s seance gain the channeled spirit’s seance boon
for 24 hours.

Shared Seance (Su)

Special Abilities

When a medium channels a spirit, he gains a bonus on certain checks and to
certain statistics, depending on the spirit. A 1st-level medium’s spirit bonus is
+1; it increases by 1 at 4th level and every 4 levels thereafter.

Hierophant
When you channel a hierophant, your spirit bonus applies on Wisdom checks,
Wisdom-based skill checks, and Will saves.

Spirit Bonus +2 (Su)

After failing a d20 roll that was modified by his spirit bonus, a medium can
allow his spirit to gain 1 additional point of influence over him in order to add
1d6 to the check’s result without taking an action. This can cause the check to
succeed instead of fail. The medium must be conscious and aware to use this
ability, and he can use this ability at most once per round. At 10th level, the
medium’s spirit surge die increases to 1d8, and at 20th level it increases to
1d10.

Spirit Surge 1d6 (1/round) (Su)

Due to a formian’s telepathic nature, if it casts spells it does so as spell-like
abilities.

Telepathic Caster (Ex)

The creature can mentally communicate with any other creature within a
certain range (specified in the creature's entry, usually 100 feet) that has a
language. It is possible to address multiple creatures at once telepathically,
although maintaining a telepathic conversation with more than one creature at
a time is just as difficult as simultaneously speaking and listening to multiple
people at the same time.

Telepathy (150 feet) (Su)

The creature can mentally communicate with any other creature within a
certain range (specified in the creature's entry, usually 100 feet) that has a
language. It is possible to address multiple creatures at once telepathically,
although maintaining a telepathic conversation with more than one creature at
a time is just as difficult as simultaneously speaking and listening to multiple
people at the same time.

Telepathy (60 feet) (Su)

Spell-Like Abilities
Charm Monster (At will)
Clairaudience/Clairvoyance (At will)
Detect Thoughts (At will)
Feeblemind (1/day)
Hold Monster (3/day)

Tracked Resources
Formian Javelin
Ghost powder

Inspire Hive (1/day) (Su)
Spirit Surge 1d6 (1/round) (Su)
Spirit Surge Free Uses (2/day)

Languages
Celestial

Spells & Powers
Medium spells known (CL 5th; concentration +8)
Melee Touch +19 Ranged Touch +19
2nd (3/day)—communal protection from chaos UC

1st (5/day) —anticipate perilUM (DC 14), borrow skillAPG

(DC 14), burst of insight OA, sanctuary (DC 14)
0th (at will) —detect psychic significance OA, guidance,
message, open/close (DC 13), read magic , resistance

Sourcebooks Used
• Advanced Player's Guide - Borrow Skill (spell)
• Bestiary 4 - Formian Myrmarch (race)
• Occult Adventures - Burst Of Insight (spell); Detect

Psychic Significance (spell); Empath (feat); Ghost
powder (equipment); Medium (class)

• Ultimate Combat - Protection from Chaos, Communal
(spell)

• Ultimate Magic - Anticipate Peril (spell)
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Your training and reflexes allow you to react swiftly to avoid an
opponents' attacks.

Prerequisite : Dex 13.

Benefit : You gain a +1 dodge bonus to your AC. A condition that
makes you lose your Dex bonus to AC also makes you lose the
benefits of this feat.

Dodge Feat

You have learned how to psychically sense an individual’s mood or
altered mental state.

Prerequisites: Psychic Sensitivity or ability to cast psychic spells,
Perception 1 rank or Sense Motive 1 rank.

Benefit : You can use either Perception or Sense Motive when
reading an emotion aura with the read aura occult skill unlock.
Reading a creature’s emotion aura takes you only a full-round
action instead of 10 minutes, and if you succeed at your check, you
also determine whether thatcreature is currently affected by a fear
or mind-affecting effect and the relative strength of that effect
(minor, moderate, strong, as defined in detect magic ). You don’t
learn the source of the effect or the actual effect.

You can also use the read aura occult skill unlock to read emotion
auras more than once per day by opening your innate mental
defenses. For 1 minute after you use this feat, you take a –4
penalty on saving throws against fear and mind-affecting effects
(regardless of whether you succeeded at the check). During this
time, you’re also unable to attempt to read emotion auras. Using
this feat doesn’t use up your one daily use of the read aura unlock,
which you can still use either to read another type of aura or to
read an emotion aura without taking the penalty associated with
this feat.

Appears In : Occult Adventures

Empath Feat

Your quick reflexes allow you to react rapidly to danger.

Benefit : You get a +4 bonus on initiative checks.

Improved Initiative Feat

The speed at which you move makes it nearly impossible for
opponents to strike you.

Prerequisites: Dex 17, Dodge, Wind Stance, base attack bonus
+11.

Benefit : If you take two actions to move or a withdraw action in a
turn, you gain 50% concealment for 1 round.

Lightning Stance Feat

You can easily move through a dangerous melee.

Prerequisites: Dex 13, Dodge.

Benefit : You get a +4 dodge bonus to Armor Class against attacks
of opportunity caused when you move out of or within a threatened
area. A condition that makes you lose your Dexterity bonus to
Armor Class (if any) also makes you lose dodge bonuses.

Dodge bonuses stack with each other, unlike most types of
bonuses.

Mobility Feat

You can draw weapons faster than most.

Prerequisite : Base attack bonus +1.

Benefit : You can draw a weapon as a free action instead of as a
move action. You can draw a hidden weapon (see the Sleight of
Hand skill) as a move action.

A character who has selected this feat may throw weapons at his
full normal rate of attacks (much like a character with a bow).

Alchemical items, potions, scrolls, and wands cannot be drawn
quickly using this feat.

Normal: Without this feat, you may draw a weapon as a move
action, or (if your base attack bonus is +1 or higher) as a free
action as part of movement. Without this feat, you can draw a
hidden weapon as a standard action.

Quick Draw Feat

You can deftly move up to a foe, strike, and withdraw before he
can react.

Prerequisites: Dex 13, Dodge, Mobility, base attack bonus +4.

Benefit : As a full-round action, you can move up to your speed and
make a single melee attack without provoking any attacks of
opportunity from the target of your attack. You can move both
before and after the attack, but you must move at least 10 feet
before the attack and the total distance that you move cannot be
greater than your speed. You cannot use this ability to attack a foe
that is adjacent to you at the start of your turn.

Normal: You cannot move before and after an attack.

Spring Attack Feat

You make a single attack that deals significantly more damage than
normal.

Prerequisites: Base attack bonus +6.

Benefit : When you use the attack action, you can make one attack
at your highest base attack bonus that deals additional damage.
Roll the weapon's damage dice for the attack twice and add the
results together before adding bonuses from Strength, weapon
abilities (such as flaming), precision-based damage, and other
damage bonuses. These extra weapon damage dice are not
multiplied on a critical hit, but are added to the total.

Appears In : Not New Paths Option: Use Scaling Feats

Vital Strike Feat

Your erratic movements make it difficult for enemies to pinpoint your
location.

Prerequisites: Dex 15, Dodge, base attack bonus +6.

Benefit : If you move more than 5 feet this turn, you gain 20%
concealment for 1 round against ranged attacks.

Wind Stance Feat

Ngl!chuik – Abilities & Gear
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Using nonvisual senses, such as acute smell or hearing, a creature
with blindsense notices things it cannot see. The creature usually
does not need to attempt Perception checks to pinpoint the location
of a creature within range of its blindsense ability, provided that it
has line of effect to that creature. Any opponent the creature cannot
see still has total concealment against the creature with blindsense,
and the creature still has the normal miss chance when attacking
foes that have concealment. Visibility still affects the movement of a
creature with blindsense. A creature with blindsense is still denied
its Dexterity bonus to Armor Class against attacks from creatures it
cannot see.

Blindsense (30 feet) (Ex) Racial Ability

A creature with darkvision can see in total darkness, usually to a
range of 60 feet. Within this range the creature can see as clearly
as a sighted creature could see in an area of bright light.
Darkvision is black and white only but otherwise like normal sight.

Darkvision (60 feet) Racial Ability,Senses

You have the specified Energy Resistance against Sonic attacks.
Energy Resistance, Sonic (10) Unknown

Formians share a telepathic bond with other members of their hive
that enhances their hive mates’ perception. As long as a formian is
within telepathic range of at least one hive mate, it gains a +4
racial bonus on initiative checks and Perception checks. If at least
one formian disbelieves an illusion, all formians within its telepathic
range are also considered to disbelieve that illusion. If one formian
is aware of combatants, all other hive mates within the range of its
telepathy are also aware of those combatants.

Hive Mind (Ex) Racial Ability

Once per day, a myrmarch can affect all warriors and workers in its
telepathic range as if they were under the effect of a greater
heroism spell (CL 12th).

Inspire Hive (1/day) (Su) Racial Ability (Formian Myrmarch)

Poison—Injury; save Fort DC 21; freq 1/rd for 6 rds; effect 1d4 Dex
and sickened; cure 2 cons saves.

Poison: Javelin or sting-injury (DC 21) (Ex)Racial Ability (Formian Myrmarch)

Due to a formian’s telepathic nature, if it casts spells it does so as
spell-like abilities.

Telepathic Caster (Ex) Racial Ability

The creature can mentally communicate with any other creature
within a certain range (specified in the creature's entry, usually 100
feet) that has a language. It is possible to address multiple
creatures at once telepathically, although maintaining a telepathic
conversation with more than one creature at a time is just as
difficult as simultaneously speaking and listening to multiple people
at the same time.

Telepathy (150 feet) (Su) Unknown

The creature can mentally communicate with any other creature
within a certain range (specified in the creature's entry, usually 100
feet) that has a language. It is possible to address multiple
creatures at once telepathically, although maintaining a telepathic
conversation with more than one creature at a time is just as
difficult as simultaneously speaking and listening to multiple people
at the same time.

Telepathy (60 feet) (Su) Unknown

At 3rd level, a medium can use his familiarity with spirits to assist
him when dealing with haunts. He can always act on the surprise
round against a haunt, and his touch funnels a portion of the haunt
into himself, dealing 1d6 points of damage to the haunt per 2
medium levels he possesses as if via positive energy and allowing
the medium to ask the haunt a single question. The haunt can
answer the question however it chooses. Additionally, the medium
can forgo his saving throw against a haunt’s effects to funnel the
haunt entirely into himself. If he does so, the medium suffers the
haunt’s full effect, but the haunt doesn’t affect anyone else (even if
it normally would). The haunt then gains control of the medium’s
body for 24 hours. Once per minute, the medium can attempt to
end this possession early by succeeding at a Will save (DC = 20 +
1/2 the medium’s class level).

Haunt Channeler (2d6, DC 22) (Su) Class Ability (Medium)

At 5th level, a medium can perform a special seance at the site of
a person’s death—or a location that was precious to that person in
life—to call forth that person’s spirit into the medium’s body so his
allies can ask it questions. The effects are similar to the spell call
spirit (see page 160), except that the duration is 1 round per
medium level and the spirit possesses the medium’s body instead
of appearing in a wispy form. The other participants of the seance
must ask the questions. Once the medium attempts to call a spirit,
he cannot attempt to call the same spirit again for 24 hours. Once
per round, the medium can attempt to end the seance early by
succeeding at a Will save (DC = 20 + 1/2 the medium’s class
level).

Location Channel (DC 22) (Sp) Class Ability (Medium)

You may not deliberately speak any lies, including bluffing,
exaggerating, stating half-truths with intent to deceive, lies by
omission, and so on, and if you know the answer to a question that
someone asks you, you must give the answer.

Must Speak Truth Class Ability

Your healing spells and abilities heal an additional 2 points of
damage to each target. This does not affect healing conferred by
magic items, nor does it add to fast healing or similar effects.

Seance Boon (Hierophant) +2 (Su) Class Ability (Medium)

At 2nd level, a medium can share his channeled spirit’s aid with his
allies. All allies who participate in the medium’s seance gain the
channeled spirit’s seance boon for 24 hours.

Shared Seance (Su) Class Ability (Medium)

When a medium channels a spirit, he gains a bonus on certain
checks and to certain statistics, depending on the spirit. A 1st-level
medium’s spirit bonus is +1; it increases by 1 at 4th level and every
4 levels thereafter.

Hierophant
When you channel a hierophant, your spirit bonus applies on
Wisdom checks, Wisdom-based skill checks, and Will saves.

Spirit Bonus +2 (Su) Class Ability (Medium)

After failing a d20 roll that was modified by his spirit bonus, a
medium can allow his spirit to gain 1 additional point of influence
over him in order to add 1d6 to the check’s result without taking an
action. This can cause the check to succeed instead of fail. The
medium must be conscious and aware to use this ability, and he
can use this ability at most once per round. At 10th level, the
medium’s spirit surge die increases to 1d8, and at 20th level it
increases to 1d10.

Spirit Surge 1d6 (1/round) (Su) Class Ability (Medium)

Ngl!chuik – Abilities & Gear
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A ghost touch weapon deals damage normally against incorporeal
creatures, regardless of its bonus. An incorporeal creature's 50%
reduction in damage from corporeal sources does not apply to
attacks made against it with ghost touch weapons. The weapon can
be picked up and moved by an incorporeal creature at any time. A
manifesting ghost can wield the weapon against corporeal foes.
Essentially, a ghost touch weapon counts as both corporeal or
incorporeal. This special ability can only be placed on melee
weapons and ammunition.

Construction
Requirements: Craft Magic Arms and Armor, plane shift ; Cost +1
Bonus

Ghost touch (Formian Javelin) Weapon Power

When sprinkled on the ground, this mixture of salt and powdered
iron forms a barrier that is invisible and impenetrable for spirits.
Ghost powder is typically found in bags or tubes, and a single dose
of ghost powder can trace a line up to 50 feet in length; it can be
used in 5-foot increments. Corporeal creatures can cross a line of
ghost powder , but ethereal and incorporeal creatures are blocked
as though the line were a wall of force . Teleportation effects can
cross a line of ghost powder , as can an incorporeal creature
possessing a corporeal creature. The barrier created is 10 feet high.
It prevents incorporeal creatures from crossing through the floor
directly beneath it, and if the barrier reaches the ceiling, it prevents
them from crossing through the ceiling directly above. In addition, if
ghost powder is sprinkled in front of every entrance (including
chimneys, air vents, and the like) of a building, it prevents
incorporeal creatures from entering the building through the walls,
floor, and ceiling in their entirety. Sweeping away the ghost powder
destroys the barrier, but incorporeal and ethereal creatures can't
disturb the powder or affect it with their abilities unless they deal
enough damage to destroy the barrier itself. When laid down quickly
(up to 10 feet can be spread as a standard action), the effects of
ghost powder last for 1 hour. If the powder is laid down carefully
(taking 1 minute for every 5 feet), the effects last 8 hours.

Construction
Requirements Craft Wondrous Item, anti-incorporeal shell , magic
circle against evil ; Cost 700 gp

Appears In : Occult Adventures

Ghost powder Wondrous Item
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Date (game world) : 0000/00/00; Date (real world) : 2015/11/22
XP Reward : 0 XP; Net Cash :

- no notes -

Title - Ngl!chuik (Adventure Journal)


